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Guillermo Bert: Encoded Textiles

In this excerpt from the exhibition catalogue, Peter Frank writes, "Guillermo Bert has based his elaborate project on a
simple, if imposing, premise: human technology, however used, measures humanity – all humanity, not just specific
civilizations responsible for specific devices." Opens October 27 at the Pasadena Museum of California Art (PMCA).

The following is an excert from the exhibition catalogue

written by Peter Frank.

The Digital Age has found its way into regions of the

globe largely untouched by the Mechanical Age before

it. Throughout the Third World, computers sit in

schoolrooms that never saw typewriters, cellphones

buzz  where telegraphs were unimaginable, MP3 files

play where LPs never did. The poor, the earthbound,

and the indigenous, long the subjects (not to mention

victims) of advanced technology, are now its confident
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operators. In his series of Encoded Textiles  Guillermo

Bert symbolizes, even embodies, this newfound

mastery by collapsing traditional and newly invented

methods of communication into one another.

Interestingly, Bert was motivated to undertake the

Encoded Textiles  project not (at least initially) by any lofty grasp of the digital revolution and its

global effects, but by an observation he made that took him by surprise, an observation that itself

collapsed the prehistoric and the new:  visual forms currently assumed by digitalized information

resemble patterns found in native peoples’ artifacture. Specifically, the geometric patterning that, in

one form or another, predominates in the textiles of “First Nations” throughout South and North

America bear to Bert’s eye an uncanny resemblance to the latest means of encoding data into

digital triggers: the Quick Response, or QR, code.

Over the last decade, Bert’s work has evolved out of painted imagery and toward a more direct

material and conceptual critique of society. Halfway through this evolution, he produced a series of

bas relief paintings juxtaposing symbols of government and commerce with the then-ubiquitous

vertical scorings of bar codes. Such codes had become universally recognized (at least in the

developed world) as signifiers of price and acquisition. Paired with images of the Statue of Liberty,

the White House and the like, Bert could broadly infer the buy-ability of anything and anyone. As

QR codes came not just to replace bar codes but to outstrip their penetration of media worldwide,

Bert recognized their far broader, and ultimately more benign, function – and chanced thereby

upon the fortunate visual rhyme QR codes maintain with “native media.”
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